
12-10-18 Step 1 Grievance on collective punishment

I am requesting that the TSCI admin. cease it's pattern of using collective punishment as it 
fundamentally fails to improve safety.

Over the past 18 months the microwave has been removed from F gallery 5 times. Each time it 
is justified by, as the most recent memo put it, "safety issues" concerning alcohol, intoxication 
and/or substance abuse. The microwave has nothing to do with these infractions so its removal 
is purely punative and does not directly improve any of the "safety issues" raised, it actually 
directly increases the risk of violence.

Unit Manager Athena's response was "the microwave is a privilege" and "if the majority of 
individuals cannot abide by the policies and procedures, the privilege may be revoked." I had 
addressed these 2 arguments (it's a privilege, and the majority are violating the rules) in my 
original informal grievance but she either didn't read it or didn't understand it so let me 
elaborate.

Even if you call the microwave a privilege, taking it away from everyone, instead of the minority 
who are guilty, is still collective punishment. Phone time and canteen are privileges. Would you 
take them away from a whole gallery because a known few violated the rules? Driving is a 
privilege. If some teenagers in your neighborhood regularly speed, should you and all your 
neighbors have your licenses suspended? No, because that would be unjust and would lead to 
neighbors becoming vigilante speed limit enforcers. So, privilege or no, taking the microwave is 
collective punishment which is unjust and will directly increase the risk of inmate-on-inmate 
violence because you are tacitly encouraging those not involved to "regulate" those who are. 
therefore, it is directly counter productive to improving "safety issues," the original justification 
for removing the microwave in the first place.

Also, it has not been the "majority of individuals" who have been involved in "alcohol, 
intoxication and/or substance abuse." There may be severals MRs (misconduct reports) for 
those violations but it is a minority of the gallery. As you use the number of MRs to justify the 
collective punishment, you obviously know the guilty parties so your intention must be to have 
the uninvolved majority enforce your policies on the minority who are involved. You are actually 
sanctioning and promoting inmate-on-inmate violence.

If you are truly concerned with "safety issues" you should step up enforcement of violations 
involving alcohol, intoxication and/or substance abuse. Punish the minority who violate those 
policies more significantly. Maybe bring in the drug dog more than once a year. Don't punish 
those who aren't involved expecting them to do your job for you but with violence.

As this pattern of collective punishment has continues for the entire 1.5 years I have been here I 
will continues this grievance process until the admin. recognizes the counter productive mature 
of collective punishment. Simply returning the microwave will not end my grievance. Please let 
me know when the admin. acknowledges that collective punishment is counter productive to 
institutional safety and ceases to use it or show me how it works.

Thank you

Robert J. Heist II


